
INVITATION

Leadership, Innovation and Spirituality
Until recently, ‘spiritual leadership’ referred to religious leadership; it would have 
been an oxymoron in the business world. Yet, today they are (strange?) bedfellows. 
Academic leadership research abounds with references to spiritual leadership, and 
increasingly the business world is paying attention. Forms of  spirituality are no longer 
a strange part of  esoteric leadership training seminars; now mainstream literature 
encourages companies and their leaders to pay attention to the spiritual dimension 
of  their company, their workers and their leadership.
This conference seeks to explore leadership and spirituality, especially as it  
relates to innovation, a primary focus of  business and political leadership in  
today’s rapidly changing world. Spirituality relates to values such as contributing to 
the common good, contributing to equality and justice in ethically responsible ways 
and cooperating with mutual respect for the whole person to achieve this good. From 
these values, leaders and employees draw significance for their lives that transcends 
self-interest and self-actualization.
This raises a number of  questions. In what sense are companies spiritual? How does 
spirituality contribute to the innovative potential of  companies? And how should lead-
ers influence the emotions of  their followers to shape this spiritual dimension? How 
do leaders relate to this spiritual dimension without becoming religious leaders? What 
is their spiritual potential and pitfall?
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Leadership, Innovation and Spirituality
Program:
09.30-10.10 Coffee & Welcome

10:10-11:00 Perspectives from Business Leaders
• Peter Heinckiens: The Impasse of  Leadership Today
• Chris Start: The Search for Spirituality in the Business World
• Discussion

11.00-11:15 Coffee

11:15-12:00 Perspective from the Psychology of  Religion
• Joke v. Saane: Spirituality and the Psychology of  Leadership 
Credibility

12.00-13:00 Lunch

13:00-14:30 Perspectives from Leadership Studies and Theology
• Johan Verstraeten: Spirituality as a Source of  Inspired and  
  Innovative Leadership
• Patrick Nullens: Innovation as the Performance of  Hope:  
  A Theological Call for a Leadership beyond “Responsibility”
• Discussion

14:30-14:50 Coffee

14:50-15:35 Jack Barentsen: A Call to Faithfulness: The Ambivalence 
of  Spirituality and Identity as Sources for Innovation

15:35-16:00 Panel discussion and closing remarks (Patrick Nullens)

16:00-17:00 Reception

Price: €20 - students €7  
(lunch included)

Location:
Evangelische Theologische Faculteit
Sint-Jansbergsesteenweg 95-97
3001 Leuven
info@etf.eu

If  you would like to attend  
the Academic Study Day, 
please register online at  
www.etf-ile.org/conferences  
no later than May 17, 2013.

On the website you can find more information about  
the speakers and short abstracts of  their lectures.
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